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The Draft National Education Policy 2019 has been
put on public domain in the first week of June 2019
inviting comments and suggestions before finalizing
the same.  The draft policy has four parts – School
Education, Higher Education, Additional Key Focus
Areas and Transforming Education with 23 chapters.
Adult Education has been put under Additional Key
Focus Areas as Chapter-21.

In order to formulate suggestions on the chapter
“Adult Education” the Indian Adult Education
Association organized a one day consultation
meeting on June 13, 2019 at India International
Centre (IIC), New Delhi which was attended by 
Dr. L. Mishra, Prof. C.J. Daswani, Dr. Anita Dighe, 
Dr. Varsha Das, Prof. Pramila Menon, Prof. Rajesh, 
Dr. Mridula Seth, Dr. R.K. Bhatt, Dr. Ajay Kumar, 
Dr. Shikha Kapur, Dr. M.V.Lakshmi Reddy, Dr. Anita

Priyadarshini, Dr. Sayantan Mandal, 
Dr. Sanjeev Roy, Dr. Bani Bora, 
Ms. Noopur, Ms. Arkja Kuthiala, 
Dr. V.Mohankumar, Smt. Kalpana
Kaushik and Shri B. Sanjay.

The meeting started with an
introductory note given by 
Prof. S.Y.Shah followed by a brief
address by Shri K.C.Choudhary.
Thereafter, in the general discussion the
participants gave their frank
opinion/suggestions on the draft policy
which are consolidated and given
below:
1.    The participants appreciated for
mentioning the Total Literacy Campaign

of NLM a successful programme. However, as they
were also of the view that this approach was more
suitable for imparting basic literacy and hence, it
should have been followed by a robust continuing
education programme to enable the neo-literates
to move forward from guided learning to self-
learning. In the absence of the same, TLC started
losing its steam.

2. It is appreciable that AECs will be an integral part
of school complexes which will provide the much
needed infrastructure facilities for the
programme. However, this is not the first time the
policy statement on adult education states about
the use of school buildings as the earlier
programmes also visualized such an arrangement
but never happened in practice. Hence, this time

Erken, Arthur. Unfinished Business: The Pursuit of
Rights and Choices for all - State of World Population
2019. New York, United Nations Population Fund;
2019: 180p.

Fifty years ago, it was hard for women to obtain
contraception and relatively easy to die giving birth.
Many women were unable to decide whom and when
to marry, and when or whether to have children.

A worldwide movement to give women real
choices in life culminated in the 1994 International
Conference on Population and Development (ICPD),
where a consensus was reached about the links
between women’s empowerment, sexual and
reproductive health, and rights and sustainable
development.

Since then, women have made enormous progress
in exercising their reproductive rights. Activists,
advocates, public health specialists and many others
have pushed relentlessly for the transformations we
see around us today.

Today, Much has been accomplished. But there is
still more to be done before all women and girls are
able to exercise their rights.

United Nations. World youth report: Youth and the
2030 agenda for sustainable for sustainable
development. New York, United Nations; 2019: 252p.

The Report provides insight into the role of young
people in the context of the implementation of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and
related frameworks.

Advancing Youth Development
Far from being mere beneficiaries of the 2030

Agenda, young people have been active architects in
its development and continue to be engaged in
processes that support its implementation, follow-up
and review. At the level of global policy, finance and
measurement are major issues to be addressed as
part of worldwide youth development efforts. At the
national level, policy and programmatic responses to

Documents

the Sustainable Development Goals have been slow
and should be accelerated.

In education, 142 million youth of upper
secondary age are out of school. In employment, 71
million young people are unemployed; and millions
more are in precarious or informal work. Disparities
within and between countries in education and
employment among youth are stark, with gender,
poverty, disability, and migrant/refugee status all
being major elements of disadvantage. For instance,
about 156 million youth in low- and middle-income
countries are working poor (ILO), while almost 30
per cent of the poorest 12- to 14-year old have never
attended school.

Evidence-based youth policies, tailored and
adapted to national and local contexts, help ensure
that youth development challenges are addressed.
Key elements that help ensure an effective youth
policy include providing political leadership and
strategic vision; securing adequate budget and
resource allocations; using timely and accurate data
on the situation of young people; utilizing the
knowledge, experience and expertise of young
people in the design, implementation and
evaluation of the youth policy; mainstreaming and
integrating youth policies across sectors; taking into
account the linkages and impacts of policy
objectives; and developing a transparent monitoring
and accountability framework.

The Report focuses on the areas of education and
employment, underlining the realization of targets
under these Goals as fundamental to overall youth
development. Issues related to other Goals—
including gender equality, good health, reducing
inequality, combating poverty and hunger, and
action on environmental issues and climate
change—are also addressed within the scope of the
Report.

Compiled by Neha Gupta
Librarian-cum-

Documentation Officer

Draft National Education Policy 2019

Consultation Meeting organized by IAEA to discuss

Chapter-21: Adult Education
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more efforts should be taken for proper
integration. 
It is also appreciable that the human resources
available in the schools would be utilized. But
there is a caution that already teachers are
involved in many non-teaching activities and
hence, how their services will be utilized for AE
may be clearly mentioned.    

3. The objective of adult education cannot be
making the country 100% literacy as it can never
happen because of many other reasons. Hence,
it may be more appropriate to state that the
gender gap will be reduced by 10% or even less
from the present 16.3% as per 2011 census. 
However, the 2021 census data will give more
clarity about the achievement made by India in
respect of female literacy in the last ten years,
particularly in reducing the gender gap.
Accordingly the programme needs to be
accelerated to achieve the target by 2030. 

4. Volunteer based programme along with one-on-
one tutoring has been suggested in the policy.
The volunteer based programme has been tested
in India in the last many years and found at the
end that sustaining such an arrangement is
increasingly difficult as no one is ready to spare
so much time continuously without any monitory
benefit. 
It is the desired opinion that adult education
cannot be an adhoc programme when the
objective is to make the non-literates continue
their learning lifelong. Also for many reasons
(personal, social and economic) students in
schools dropout in between who need to be
taken care of by the alternative system of
education. Hence, adult education will be a
continuous process.
One-on-one tutoring is more or less like ‘each
one teach one’. For a small number this method
can be more effective. But for India the absolute
number of illiterates in the age group 7 plus was
282.75 million as per 2011 census out of which
male 102.75 million and female 180 million.
Hence, the strategy should be to cover large
number of illiterates in one go in the
foundational literacy and numeracy programme.

5. Policy states that Central Institute of Adult
Education (CIAE) will be established in NCERT
which will be tasked to develop National
Curriculum Framework for Adult Education.
Unfortunately, the committee has failed to take
note of the excellent role played by State
Resource Centres as academic and technical

resource support organizations in the last 40
years and more, especially in the area of material
development, training, evaluation and outreach
activities. All the resource centres worked
shoulder to shoulder with the State Directorates
of Adult Education in implementing the
programmes in the field.
While a large number of teaching-learning
materials are still available in the State Resource
Centres (which are approved by the committee of
experts constituted at the national level),
preparing fresh set of materials by CIAE will be a
waste of time and money. The well trained
human resources of SRCs will also become
redundant if these institutions are not
mainstreamed and assigned specific
responsibilities.
It is a known fact that the District Resource Units
located in DIETs long before with the specific
responsibility of supporting AE programmes have
miserably failed to do their assigned jobs and
now the committee wants them to be involved in
a big way in AE programmes. Hence, this matter
may be looked afresh and State Resource
Centres may be mainstreamed.

6. Though, there was no National Curriculum
Framework for Adult Education like that of the
one available for school education prepared by
NCERT, the Directorate of Adult Education, Govt.
of India has prepared an excellent guideline with
regard to curriculum based on which the State
Resource Centres have developed primers with a
new approach called Improved Pace and Content
of Learning (IPCL).
The guidelines specifically state the components
to be included in the primer under two specific
categories – core and locally relevant contents.
The core contents include functionality (literacy
& numeracy), awareness (legal & social issues)
and national values (national integration,
population education, women’s equality and
conservation of environment). The locally
relevant contents’ include the state and regions
specific ones.
Hence, the guidelines prepared by Directorate of
Adult Education, Govt. of India may also be taken
into consideration. 

7. Like the previous education policy, the present
one also enumerates the importance of
vocational skill development. Unfortunately, this
component was not given serious consideration
with the result it was not at all integrated in the
AE programmes. Now the situation has changed

Dr. Anita Priyadrshini attends
UNESCO Experts Meetings at UIL,

Hamburg
Dr. Anita Priyadarshini, Associate Professor, Indira Gandhi

National Open University, New Delhi was invited by UNESCO
Institute for Lifelong Learning (UIL) for two Expert Meetings
held from 27-29 May 2019 at Hamburg.  The first meeting was
on Estimating the cost of Achieving SDG 4.6 in GAL and E 9
countries.  During the meeting, the experts discussed   the
costing model developed by UNESCO. India is also one of the
20 countries that form the Global Alliance for Literacy within
the Lifelong Learning Framework (GAL). 

The second Expert Meeting was to review the draft UNESCO
strategy for Youth and Adult Literacy (2020-2025).  The
meeting was attended by experts from Africa, Arab States,
Asia and Pacific, Latin America, Caribbean, Europe, North
America, various international organizations and UNESCO.
During the meeting, Dr. Priyadarshini also gave suggestions,
based upon her vast experience in literacy and lifelong
learning, to improve the strategy for achieving SDG 4.6
especially in low literacy countries. 

Thereafter, she visited
the Institute of
Education, Julius
Maximilian University,
Wurzburg on June 2-3,
2019 and had discussion
with Prof. Regina
Egetenmeyer, Professor
of Adult/Continuing
Education about the
research work being
conducted in adult and
lifelong learning. 
Prof. Regina presented her the latest book on Winter School
held in February 2017 at JMU. 

Xkqt+js le; dh
Tkks ydhjsa jg x;ha 
vkt Hkh vkdj
foxr dh cUn xBjh [kksydj
Hkko foOgy psruk dks
gSa txk tkrha fujUrj

lkT+k >ad̀r gSa iz.k; ds
jkfxuh ctrh ân; esa

xqT+kjrk izfr iy le;
T;ksa uhj lfjrk cg jgk
ijNkbZ lq%[k&nq%[k ns[krk
dn fT+kanxh dk ?kV jgk
,d uUgha dadM+h 
fc[kjk x;h lk;k ryd
uhj cgrk gh x;k
feyu lkxj lax esa 

mQ+urs tc T+kyT+kys
Hkw xHkZ dks gSa phjrs
Yks x, lax lkFk vius
thoUr lius Fks fdUgha ds 
mudh Lèfr;k¡ vkt Hkh
bfrgkl ds ì"Bksa ls >k¡dsa 

gfLr;k¡ tks xoZ iwfjr
vkt eq[kfjr v?;;uksa esa

^ydhjsa*
xks/kwfy in Fkki ls
iM+rs teha ij tks fu’kku
dj frjksfgr ys pys 
fnu ds mtkys vius lkFk 
migkj ysdj pk¡nuh dk
lt&laoj vkbZ Fkh jkr
fleV x;ha lc jf’e;k¡
lU/;k ds vkxks’k esa

dkSu vNwrk jg ldk gS
vrhr ds xq: xHkZ ls
LoIu lqUnj lt jgs
nks u;u dh dksj ls
Hkko ds mj nhi tyrs
varj Lusg vIyko ls

mRlxZ gks tkrs lHkh
izse ds egk Toky esa

eu ds dksus esa nch gSa
dbZ mEehnsa vkt Hkh 
vuNq, igyw cgqr gSa
izhr dh euqgkj Hkh
mHkj vk;ha dbZ O;Fkk,¡
gj Mxj ds eksM+ esa

cknyksa ds chp dkSa/kh
nkfefu T;ksa O;kse esa

& dqlqe ohj
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as Jan Shikshan Sansthans funded earlier by
MHRD are now under the control of M/o Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship. It is not
known how the inter-ministry coordination is
going to be achieved so that the sansthans
organize vocational skill development
programmes for the beneficiaries of AE. 

8. Training of volunteers and other AE functionaries
is an area which needs special attention as the
number of persons to be trained is huge.
As per 2011 census the absolute number of
illiterates in the age group 15 plus was 257.60
million. In case, an AEC covers 20 learners per
batch the total number of AE teachers or
volunteers will be 12.9 million. Apart from this
other functionaries at different levels (national,
state, block and GP) also need to be trained.
What is the infrastructure and human resources
available to train such a huge number in CIAE or
in the AE units of SCERTs/DIETs. 
Training includes pre-service and in-service. Any
failure or gap in conducting the training
programme will directly affect the quality of AE
programme. Hence, this needs to be addressed
in a much more detailed manner.

9. Monitoring and evaluation are other two important
areas which are not addressed sufficiently in the
report. In case, the monitoring is online, what is
the infrastructure to be placed at different levels
with uninterrupted electricity supply.

10.Directorate of Adult Education, Govt. of India and
State Directorates have played a significant role
in the earlier AE programmes. The draft report is
silent about their role in future.

11.The University Department of Adult, Continuing
Education & Extension/Lifelong Education were
established with the broad objective of ensuring
the universities and colleges involve in
extension/outreach activities. Unfortunately, they
have become more teaching and research units
like other departments with no or less
concentration on extension activities. The
original concept of universities/colleges involving
in extension activities needs to be ensured and
implemented in letter and spirit so that students
studying in higher education institutions with
public money return to society their might as
services.

12.The National Institute of Open Schooling may
be renamed as National Institute of Lifelong
Learning as it also caters to the educational
needs of the persons in the age group 15 plus.
Additionally it is an organization with rich
experience of conducting assessment tests for
basic literacy in Saakshar Bharat programme,
its own mandate of organizing continuing
education (equivalency programme for 3rd,
5th, 7th, 10th standards) and vocational
training. This arrangement will be of great help
for AE.

IGNOU Term End Examination June 2019 

The IGNOU Term End Examination for June 2019
was held from June 1 – 29, 2019. The International
Institute of Adult and Lifelong Education, a study centre
of IGNOU for Post Graduate Degree, Diploma and
Certificate programmes of Adult Education was given
the responsibility of conducting examination by
allotting a centre. This time the examinations were
conducted for 99 courses covering 1497 students both
in the morning and evening batches. 

Interactive Session on Challenges of English
Language Learning in Schools 

The State Resource Centre,
Kerala in collaboration with
Kerala State Branch of Indian
Adult Education Association and
Dr. K. Sivadasan Pillai Foundation
organized an interactive session
on May 25, 2019 in the
Conference Hall of SRC on the
topic “Challenges in English
Language Learning in Schools”.
Smt. Reshmi Reghunath, HSST
English, Govt. Girls Higher
Secondary School, Manacaud,
Thiruvananthapuram was the
Resource Person who introduced
the topic before the invited
audience. 

Smt. Reshmi, an English
Teacher with long years of
experience working in rural, urban
and remote areas with a research
bent of mind and analytical
thinking helped a number of
students to succeed in

competitive examinations. As a
member of different academic
committees, she has never missed
an opportunity to bring to the
notice of concerned persons the
of difficulties faced by students in
English language learning.
According to her students who are
average in studies, especially in
government schools, need special
attention in English Language
learning as they lack the capacity
to listen, read and interact. The
higher teacher-student ratio also is
a factor for the students not able
to pick-up English learning as fast
as possible. The bilingual
teaching methodology adopted in
rural schools cannot develop the
language learning skills of the
students. English being a global
language, its standard of
teaching and delivery must be
ensured for better careers and

career promotions. Introduction
of language games, assigning
group activities, giving
opportunity to prepare projects
and reports can develop interest
in students to learn the English
language.  She was of the
opinion that parents in many
cases are of no much help to the
students as they themselves lack
the knowledge of language skills.
Hence, she has suggested that
the challenges of English
language learning can be taken
by parent-teacher associations
with little more seriously.

While the interactive session
was moderated by 
Dr. A. Muraleedharan Thampi, 
Shri Harish Kumar welcomed all
those present and Dr. N.B.Suresh
Kumar, Director, State Resource
Centre gave the concluding
remarks.

dkjkcaafn;ksa us nh bXuw dh ijh{kk 

ftyk dkjkxkj fQjkstkckn fLFkr bXuw Lis’ky LVMh lsUVj ds cSpyj vkWQ
izhisjsVªh izksxzke ¼chihih½ dkslZ gsrq iathd`r dqy 288 cafn;ksa esa ls fjgkbZ ds
ckn ’ks"k 246 caafn;ksa us fnukad 3 twu 2019 ls izkjEHk gqbZ ijh{kkvksa esa Hkkx
fy;kA ijh{kkfFkZ;ksa esa dqy 171 iq:"k ,oa 9 efgyk canh ’kkfey FksA ;g ijh{kk
dkjkxkj vf/kdkfj;ksa dh ns[k&js[k esa vk;ksftr gqbZ ftlesa fuj{kd ds :i esa
Jh lh-,y- flag] Jh jkds’k flag] Jherh lq/kk o Jherh jtuh jkBksj mifLFkr
jgsA bl nkSjku bXuw ls vk, i;Zos{kd Mk- ,l-ds- mik/;k; us Hkh nkSjk fd;kA   

& eks- vdje [kkWu
tsy v/kh{kd] ftyk dkjkxkj fQjkstkckn

It is to inform all the concerned that the Indian
Journal of Adult Education (ISSN-0019-5006)
now being published as quarterly will be
converted to bi-annual with improved quality and
content apart from thorough peer review. For the
year 2019 the last quarterly issue was Vol. 80,
No.2, April-June 2019. The next issue will be for
July-December 2019.  The change has been
done by the management to meet the standards
set for recognition of the journal in the approved
list by UGC to count the score for career
promotion and acknowledging the publication of
articles of the research scholars.

It is also to inform that there is no change in
the annual subscription of the journal (Rs.500/-
for Indian subscribers and US$ 60 for foreign
subscribers). 

Continued patronage and support is solicited
from one and all.  

The journal is online at http://iaea-india.in  

Announcement
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International Research Conference to be held in Vancouver, Canada
Indian Adult Education Association is a Partner Organization  

SHIKSHA Plus: Meeting held to discuss Effective Learner Assessment Tool

The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC
Canada is organizing a four day International Research
Conference on Adult Education in Global Times from
June 4-7, 2020. The primary host organization is
Canadian Association for the Study of Adult Education
and partnership organizations are Adult Education
Research Conference (AERC), American Association for
Adult and Continuing Education (AAACE), Adult
Learning Australia (ALA), European Society for
Research on the Education of Adults (ESREA), Indian
Adult Education Association (IAEA), International
Society for Comparative Adult Education (ISCAE) and
Standing Conference on University Teaching and
Research in the Education of Adults (SCUTREA).        

Only for the second time in North America
researchers from eight international organizations will
meet in Vancouver to share and discuss research in
adult learning and education. AEGT 2020 is patterned
after three successful previous events, the first in 1988
at Leeds University, the second in 1997 at Birkbeck
College, University of London, and the third in 2000 at
the University of British Columbia. 

Anyone interested in the programme can submit a
proposal on or before September 30, 2019 (Monday)

and attend this important event. The proposals can be
in the form of papers (empirical research, model or
theory development and theorizing from the literature),
research round tables, panels, posters and symposia
on any aspect of adult learning and education
anywhere in the world.   
Conference website: www.edst.educ.ubc.ca/AEGT2020.
Other important dates are: 
December 15, 2019 - Decisions communicated by
review coordinators to those who submitted proposals. 
January 15, 2020 authors of accepted proposals
confirm intent to participate in the conference. 
March 1, 2020 – Registration opens    
March 31, 2020 – Deadline for submitting papers and
other summaries for the proceedings.  
For questions about local arrangements the contact
person is:
Thomas J. (Tom) Sork
Department of Education Studies 
Education Centre at Ponderosa Commons
University of British Columbia
6445 University Boulevard 
Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z2 Canada  
e-mail: tom.sork@ubc.ca

The SHIKSHA Plus programme of Shiv Nadar
Foundation conduct adult education programme with
ICT based methodology to teach the fundamental skills
of reading, writing and arithmetic to illiterate adults who
have not attended the formal school system.  In order
to develop an effective learner assessment tool an
interactive session was held in the Indian Adult
Education Association on May 30, 2019 in which 

Dr. V.Mohankumar, Director, Indian Adult
Education Association, Prof. Rajesh and 
Shri Nitish Anand, Ph.D. Scholar from the
Department of Adult, Continuing Education
and Extension, Shri Vijay Anand Verma, Adult
Literacy Head, Shri Auj Goswami,
Instructional Designer, Shri Piyush Kumar
Tonk, Project Associate and Shri Sumit Raha,
Content Coordinator from SHIKSHA Plus
programme participated. In this the
assessment papers already in use was
reviewed, but also discussed about designing
of questionnaire for baseline tool,
assessment papers and end line tool apart
from constitution of a Board of Examination

exclusively for SHIKSHA Plus programme by Shiv Nadar
Foundation for certification to place the learners at
different levels both in basic literacy and equivalency
programme under continuing education. 

The participants in this interactive session were of
the opinion that the programme of SHIKSHA Plus can
be showcased in the national and international
conferences as islands of success.  

Dr. K.Parthasarathy is the VC of TNOU, Chennai
Dr. K.Parthasarathy has been appointed as the Vice

Chancellor of Tamil Nadu Open University, Chennai.
He has assumed charge on June 3, 2019. 

Dr. Parthasarathy is the former Senior Professor in
the Department of Lifelong Learning and founder-
Director of Institute for Entrepreneurship and Career
Development (IECD), Bharathidasan University,
Tiruchirappalli. Under his able guidance 17 students
have got Ph.D and 10 M.Phil in the field of Adult and
Continuing Education. As a researcher, he focused a
lot on the area of adult learning and women
empowerment. Additionally, he has to his credit 34
books and 72 research articles published in reputed

national and international
journals. 

Dr. K.Parthasarathy is the
Life Member of Indian Adult
Education Association since
June 1984 and Tagore Literacy
Award Winner in the year
2016. 

The Indian Adult Education
Association conveys hearty
congratulations to 
Dr. K.Parthasarathy and best
wishes for all success in the new assignment. 

DU Students on Block Placement at IAEA

As part of academic activity for the students pursuing Post-
Graduate Degree in the Department of Social Work (famously
called School of Social Work), University of Delhi, Block
Placement is a must for a maximum period of 45 days. Normally
Block Placement takes place on completion of the first year of the
course (2 semesters).

Shri Govind and Ms. Aishwarya are doing Block Placement in
Indian Adult Education Association from May 27, 2019. Both of
them have taken the assignment to analyze two primers, ‘Nai
Kiran’, developed by the State Resource Centre, Lucknow  and
‘Aakhar Saathi’ developed by the State Resource Centre, Indore
with regard to contents, presentation, style, printing, etc. in
comparison to the guidelines developed by the Directorate of
Adult Education, Govt. of India for material preparation. At the
end of the placement they will submit a detailed report to the
department.

Smt. Suneeta Dubey, the daughter of 
Shri K.C.Choudhary, President, Indian Adult
Education Association expired on June 16,
2019 at Mhow, Indore after a brief illness.
She was 53 years and was serving as a
teacher in government school. Smt. Suneeta
was a Life Member of Indian Adult Education
Association from December 1985 and was
also an elected Member of the Council for
many terms. She was pleasant in behavior
and personally known to one and all in IAEA

family. Her untimely death is a great loss to
the family members and relatives, especially
to Shri K.C.Choudhary who was fond of her
as the eldest child in the whole family.

Smt. Suneeta is survived by her husband
Shri Dinesh Dubey, daughter Ms. Astha
Dubey and son Shri Daksh Dubey. 

The management and members of the
staff of Indian Adult Education Association
pray for the soul of Smt. Suneeta Dubey to
rest in eternal peace.   

IAEA President Bereaved


